We study the symplectic geometry of moduli spaces M r of polygons with xed side lengths in Euclidean space. We show that M r has a natural structure of a complex analytic space and is complexanalytically isomorphic to the weighted quotient of (S 2 ) n constructed by Deligne and Mostow. We study the Hamiltonian ows on M r obtained by bending the polygon along diagonals and show the group generated by such ows acts transitively on M r . We also relate these ows to the twist ows of Goldman and Je rey-Weitsman.
Introduction
Let P n be the space of all n-gons with distinguished vertices in Euclidean space E 3 . An n-gon P is determined by its vertices v 1 ; :::; v n . These vertices are joined in cyclic order by edges e 1 ; :::; e n where e i is the oriented line segment from v i to v i+1 . Two polygons P = (v 1 ; :::; v n ) and Q = (w 1 ; :::; w n ) are identi ed if and only if there exists an orientation preserving isometry g of E 3 which sends the vertices of P to the vertices of Q, that is gv i = w i ; 1 i n Let r = (r 1 ; :::; r n ) be an n-tuple of positive real numbers. Then M r is de ned to be the space of n-gons with side lengths r 1 ; :::; r n modulo isometries as above. The group R + acts on P n by scaling and we obtain an induced isomorphism M r = M r for 2 R + . Thus we lose nothing by assuming n X i=1 r i = 2
We make this normalization to agree with DM], x2.
We observe that the map : P n ! R n + which assigns the vector r of side lengths to an n-gon P has image the polyhedron D n of KM1], x2. The moduli spaces M r then appear as the bers of and their topology may be obtained by the wall-crossing arguments of KM1] and Wa]. We recall that the moduli space M r is a smooth manifold i M r doesn't contain a degenerate polygon. We denote by the collection of hyperplanes in D n described in KM1] , then M r is singular i r 2 . This paper is concerned with the symplectic geometry of the space M r . We prove two main results. The space (S 2 ) n is given the symplectic structure n X i=1 r i vol where vol is the standard symplectic structure on S 2 . Our rst result gives a natural isomorphism from M r to the weighted quotient of (S 2 ) n for the weights r 1 ; :::; r n constructed by Deligne and Mostow in DM]. The construction goes as follows. The closing condition e 1 + :::: + e n = 0 for the edges of the polygon P de nes the zero level set for the momentum map for the diagonal action of SO(3) on (S 2 ) n . Thus M r is the weighted symplectic quotient of (S 2 ) n by SO(3). We give M r the structure of a complex{ analytic space with at worst quadratic singularities. This is immediate at smooth points of M r since (S 2 ) n is K ahler. However it requires more e ort at the singular points.
We then extend the Kirwan{Kempf{Ness theorem KN] , K], N] to show that the complex{ analytic quotient constructed by Deligne and Mostow is complex analytically isomorphic to the symplectic quotient. We observe that the cusp points Q cusp of DM] correspond to the singular points of M r which in turn correspond to degenerate polygons, i.e. polygons that lie in a line.
Our second main result is the construction of \bending ows". Suppose P has edges e 1 ; :::; e n . We let k = e 1 + :::: + e k+1 ; 1 k n ? 3 be the k-th diagonal of P and de ne functions f 1 ; :::; f n?3 on M r by f k (P ) = 1 2 k k k 2
We check that the functions f k Poisson commute and that the corresponding Hamiltonian ows have periodic orbits. Since dimM r = 2n ? 6 we see that M r is completely integrable and is almost a toric variety{ unfortunately we cannot normalize the ows to have constant periods if the functions f k have zero's on M r . The Hamiltonian ow for f k has the following geometric description. Construct a polyhedral surface S bounded by P by lling in the triangles 1 ; 2 ; :::; n?2 where k has edges k 6 = 0; e k+1 ; k+1 , 1 k n ? 1 (we have n?1 = e n ).
Some of these triangles may be degenerate. The diagonal k divides S into two pieces. Keep the second piece xed and rotate the rst piece around the diagonal with angular velocity equal to f k (P ). Thus the surface S is \bent" along the diagonal and we call our ows bending ows. If k = 0 then P is xed by the ow. However the bending ow does not preserve the complex structure of M r .
Let M 0 r denote the dense open subset of M r consisting of those polygons P such that none of the above diagonals have zero length. Thus M 0 r contains all the embedded polygons. Then the functions`i = p 2f i , 1 i n ? 3, are smooth on M 0 r . The resulting ows are similar to those above except they have constant periods. We obtain a Hamiltonian action of an n ? 3-torus T on M 0 r by bending as above. If we further restrict to the dense open subset M 0 r M 0 r consisting of those polygons so that i and e i+1 are not collinear, 1 i n, then we can introduce \action{angle" coordinates on M 0 r . Note that under the above hypothesis none of the triangles i is degenerate. We let^ i 2 R=2 Z be the oriented dihedral angle between i and i+1 . In x4
we prove that 1 = ?^ 1 ; :::; ?^ n?3 ;`1; :::;`n ?3 are action{angle variables.
In Section 5 we relate our results on bending to the \twist" deformations of Go] , JW] and W]. Our main new contribution here is the discovery of an invariant, nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on the Lie algebra of the group of Euclidean motions. Also in Proposition 5.8 we give a general formula for the symplectic structure on the space of relative deformations of a at G-bundle over an n times punctured sphere. Here we assume that the Lie algebra G of G admits a non-degenerate, G-invariant symmetric bilinear form.
In x6 we show that the subgroup of the symplectic di eomorphisms of M r generated by bendings on the diagonals of P acts transitively on M r . In Figure 1 we show how to bend a square into a parallelogram.
It is a remarkable fact that most of the results (and arguments) of this paper generalize to the space of smooth isometric maps from S 1 with a xed Riemannian metric to E 3 modulo proper Euclidean motions, i.e. to regular 1-gons. These results will appear in MZ1] and MZ2].
After this paper was submitted for publication we received the paper Kl] by A. Klyachko . Klyachko also discovered a K ahler structure on M r and that it is biholomorphically equivalent to the con guration space (S 2 ) n =PSL(2; C ), however he didn't use the conformal center of mass construction and didn't give a proof of this equivalence. Otherwise, the main emphasis of Kl] is on construction of a cell-decomposition of M r and calculation of (co)homological invariants of this space; Kl] doesn't contain geometric interpretation and transitivity of bending ows, action-angle coordinates and connections with gauge theory.
2 Moduli of polygons and weighted quotients of con guration spaces of points on the sphere Our goal in this section is to give M r the structure of a complex analytic space and to construct a natural complex analytic equivalence from M r to Q sst , the weighted quotient of the con guration space of n points on S 2 by PSL(2; C ) constructed in DM], x4. We de ne a subspaceM r (S 2 ) n bỹ M r = fu 2 (S 2 ) n :
Each polygon P in the moduli space M r corresponds (up to translation) to the collection of vectors (e 1 ; :::; e n ) 2 (R 3 ? f0g) n 5
The normalized vectors u j = e j =r j belong to the sphere S 2 . The polygon P is de ned up to a Euclidean isometry, therefore the vector ? ! u = (u 1 ; :::; u n )
is de ned up to rotation around zero. Since the polygon P is closed we conclude that n X j=1 r j u j = 0
Thus there is a natural homeomorphism : M r ! M r =M r =SO(3)
We will call the Gauss map. We now review the de nition of the weighted quotient Q sst of the con g- In case r 1 ; :::; r n are rational then the quotient space Q sst can be given a structure of an algebraic variety by the techniques of geometric invariant theory applied to certain equivariant projective embedding of (S 2 ) n , see DM], x4.6. This concludes our review of DM], x4. We now establish the connection with the moduli space M r .
We recall several basic de nitions from symplectic geometry. Suppose that N is a simply-connected K ahler manifold with symplectic form ! and G c is a complex reductive Lie group acting holomorphically on N. Let Proof: Let f 1 ; 2 ; 3 g be the standard basis of R 3 . We may assume that P is contained in the x-axis and that the last edge e n of P is given by e n = r n 1 . We note that ?1 (0) = SO(3) SO(2) S 0 and consequently the map induces a homomorphism : S 0 =SO(2) ! (S 2 ) n ==SO(3). We are done if we can prove that there is a neighborhood V of ? ! u in S 0 such that V=SO(2) is isomorphic to a neighborhood of 0 in the symplectic quotient C n?2 ==SO(2) described above.
We let f : S ! R 3 be the map given by f( ? ! s ) = P n i=1 r i s i . We want to investigate f ?1 (0) near ? ! u . Let f 1 ; f 2 ; f 3 be the components of f. Let g = (f 2 ; f 3 ) whence g : S ! R 2 and g ?1 (0) = S 1 . Since dg u : T u (S 2 ) ! T 0 (R 2 ) is onto there is a neighborhood V of ? ! u (which we may assume is SO(2)-invariant) such that V \ S 1 is a smooth manifold of dimension 2n ? 4. Then V \ S 0 = f ? ! s 2 V \ S 1 : f 1 ( ? ! s ) = 0g
We observe that f 1 = 1 is the Hamiltonian function for the SO(2) action on S. Clearly SO(2) carries S 1 into itself.
Let denote the isotropy representation of SO(2) on T u (V \ S 1 ). We note that preserves the almost complex structure J on T u (V \ S 1 ) given by J( ) = ? ! u ? ! and preserves the parallel symplectic form !? ! u on T? ! u (S 1 ). After shrinking V and applying Darboux's Theorem we may assume that the Riemannian exponential map exp? ! u : T? ! u (S 1 ) ! S 1 induces a SO(2)-equivariant symplectic isomorphism from a neighborhood U of 0 in T? ! u (S 1 ) to V \ S 1 . Thus exp? ! u induces an isomorphism from U==SO(2) onto V \S 1 ==SO(2). We have accordingly reduced the problem to the linear case.
We have SO (2) The in nitesimal linear isotropy representation d is given by the linear vector eld F( ) = d ( @ @ )( ) = ( 1 1 ; :::; 1 n ) We rst compute the Hamiltonian h for F on the larger space T u (S). We claim that h( ) = 1 2
11 for = ( 1 ; :::; n ) 2 T u (S) and
i r i 1 ( i i ) 1 ) and the claim is established. We note that h is a quadratic form of signature (2p; 2q +2) (recall that n > 0 since e n is a forward-track). Also, since SO(2) preserves the complex structure J, the quadratic form h satis es h(J ; J 0 ) = h( ; 0 ), i.e. h is a Hermitian form. Now since SO(2) carries T u (S 1 ) into itself, Fj Tu(S 1 ) is tangent to T u (S 1 ). Hence the restriction of h to T u (S 1 ), again denoted by h, is the Hamiltonian for Fj Tu(S 1 ) . Thus we have only to compute the signature of this restriction. Let W be the orthogonal complement of T u (S 1 ) in T u (S) for the quadratic form h. It is immediate that W is spanned by the two vectors w 2 = ( 1 2 ; 2 2 ; :::; n?1 2 ; 0) and w 3 = ( 1 3 ; 2 3 ; :::; n?1 3 ; 0) Indeed, for k = 2; 3
Thus T u (S) = T u (S 1 )+W is a direct sum decomposition which is orthogonal for h. But h(w 2 ; w 3 ) = 0 and h(w k ; w k ) = P n?1 i=1 i r i = ?r n < 0, k = 2; 3.
Hence hj W is negative de nite and hence hj Tu(S 1 ) is a Hermitian form of signature (p; q). 2
We now give a complex structure to the symplectic quotient U==SO(2). Let C act on C p C q by (z; w) = ( z; ?1 w); 2 C ; z 2 C p ; w 2 C q Let (C p C q ) st denote the stable points and (C p C q ) nsst denote the nice semi-stable points. Then (C p C q ) st = f(z; w) 2 C p C q : z 6 = 0 and w 6 = 0g
The Mumford quotient V of C p C q by C is by de nition the a ne variety corresponding to the ring of invariants C z 1 ; :::; z p ; w 1 ; :::; w q ] C It is immediate that this ring is generated by the polynomials f ij = z i w j with relations generated by f ij f ji = f ii f jj . Thus V is a homogeneous quadratic cone in C pq . We observe that the topological space V (C ) underlying V is the quotient space is the quotient
Note that we have an inclusion
The following lemma gives the simplest example relating symplectic quotients with Mumford quotients.
Lemma 2.5 The induced map is a di eomorphism.
Proof: We will construct an inverse of . Let (z; w) 2 (C p C q ) st . Then kzk kwk 6 = 0. Let = (kzk=kwk) 1=2 . Then ( z; ?1 w) 2 h ?1 (0) since k zk = k ?1 wk. 2
By transport of structure we obtain a complex analytic structure on U==SO(2). This structure clearly agrees with the complex structure already constructed on U==SO(2) ? fPg.
We have proved the following Theorem 2.6 M r is a complex analytic space. It has isolated singularities corresponding to the degenerate n-gons in M r . These singularities are equivalent to homogeneous quadratic cones.
We will now relate the symplectic quotient M r to the space Q sst . In case the side-lengths r 1 ; :::; r n are rational our theorem is a special case of a fundamental theorem of Kirwan, Kempf and Ness K], KN] , N], relating symplectic quotients with quotients (in the sense of Mumford) of complex projective varieties by complex reductive groups. We note that r 1 u 1 + ::: + r n u n = 0 implies the semi-stability condition. Therefore we have an inclusion ?1 (0) M nsst and whence an induced map of quotients : M r = ?1 (0)=SO(3) ! Q sst = M nsst =PSL(2; C ) Theorem 2.7 The map is a complex-analytic equivalence.
Proof: In order to prove the theorem we will need some preliminary results on the action of PSL(2; C ) on measures on S 2 .
De nition 2.8 A probability measure on S 2 is called stable if the mass of any atom is less than 1=2. It is called semi-stable if the mass of any atom is not greater than 1=2 and nice semi-stable if it has exactly two atoms each of the mass 1=2.
The following is the basic example of semi-stable measure. Take a vector ? ! e 2 M r , it de nes a measure = ( ? ! u ; r) on S 2 by the formula:
This measure has the total mass 2 and is semi-stable .
Let i : S 2 ! R 3 be the inclusion. Then the center of mass B( ) of a measure on S 2 is de ned by the vector-integral
We note that PSL(2; C ) acts on measures by push-forward, to be denoted by for 2 PSL(2; C ) and a measure on S 2 . Lemma 2.9 For each stable measure on S 2 there exists 2 PSL(2; C ) such that B( ) = 0. The element is unique up to the postcomposition g where g 2 SO(3). In this section we will show that M r admits actions of R n?3 by bending along n ? 3 \non-intersecting" diagonals (note that n ? 3 = 1 2 dimM r ). The orbits are periodic and there is a dense open subset M 0 r (including the embedded ngons) such that the action can be renormalized to give a Hamiltonian action of the (n ? 3)-torus (S 1 ) n?3 on M 0 r . Thus M r is \almost" a toric variety. In this paragraph it will be more natural to work with the product
15 whence M r =M r =SO(3). We need to determine the normalizations of the symplectic forms on factors ofM r in order that the zero level set of the associated momentum map :M r ! R 3 is the set of closed n-gons. In what follows we will use S r to be the product Q n j=1 S 2 (r j ).
Let be the 2-form on S 2 (r) given by
Here vol denotes the Riemannian volume form on S 2 (r). We de ne the symplectic form ! onM r by
Lemma 3.1 The momentum map : S r ! R 3 for the diagonal action of SO (3) on (S r ; !) is given by ( ? ! e ) = e 1 + ::: + e n Proof: It su ces to treat the case n = 1. We replace r 1 by r. Let w 2 R 3 = so(3). Then the induced vector eldŵ on S 2 (r) is given bŷ w(x) = w x Let h w be the associated Hamiltonian. It su ces to prove that h w (x) = w x.
To this end let v 2 T x (S 2 (r)). Then dh w (v) = w v and
Remark 3.2 The equation (e) = 0 is the \closing condition" for the n-gons in R 3 with edges (e 1 ; :::; e n ). Thus the above normalization for ! is the correct one. However the map w 7 !ŵ from (R 3 ; ) to the Lie algebra of vector leds on R 3 is an antihomomorphism of Lie algebras.
We observe thatM r has an SO(3)-invariant K ahler structure. (i) j e j = 0; (ii) P n j=1 j = 0; (iii) P n j=1 r ?1 j (e j j ) = 0. The rst equation corresponds to the xed side lengths of our polygon; the second is the in nitesimal \closing condition" for the polygon P. The last equation is the \horizontality" condition due to the following Remark 3.4 The equation (iii) is equivalent to the condition (iv) P n j=1 r ?1 j (v e j ) j = 0 for all v 2 R 3 . We note that the vectors (v e 1 ; :::; v e n ); v 2 R 3 are the tangents to the SO(3) orbit through ? ! e inM r .
We obtain formulas for the pull-back Riemannian metric ( ; ), symplectic form ! and almost complex structure J on T hor ? ! e (M r ) by restricting formulas (a), (b), (c) above. Note that formula (iv) above may be rewritten as (v) P n j=1 (J ) j = 0 indicating that T hor ? ! e (M r ) is J-invariant.
We now study certain Hamiltonian ows on M r . We will identify an SO(3)-invariant function on (S 2 ) n or Q n i=1 S 2 (r i ) with the function it induces on M r without further comment. We de ne functions f 1 ; :::; f n?3 on S r by f k (e 1 ; :::; e n ) = 1 Lemma 3.5 The Hamiltonian eld H f k associated to f k is given by H f k (e 1 ; :::; e n ) = ( k e 1 ; :::; k e k+1 ; 0; :::; 0) where k = e 1 + ::: + e k+1 is the k-th diagonal of P.
Proof: Let ? ! e = (e 1 ; :::; e n ). Since f k does not depend on the last n ? k ? 1 components it su ces to prove the lemma for the map f n?1 : n i=1 S 2 (r i ) ! R given by f n?1 ( ? ! e ) = 1 2 ke 1 + ::: + e n k 2 = 1 2 k k 2 where is the momentum map for the diagonal action of SO(3) on Q n i=1 S 2 (r i ). By the equivariance of (see the proof of Lemma 3. Lemma 3.7 Let be the oriented plane in R 3 which is orthogonal to u. Then exp(ad u ) is the rotation in through an angle of kuk radians. In particular the curve exp(tad u ) has period 2 =kuk and angular velocity kuk.
We can now solve the system (*).
Proposition 3.8 Suppose P 2 M r has edges e 1 ; :::; e n . Then P(t) = ' t k (P ) has edges e 1 (t); ::; e n (t) given by e i (t) = exp(tad k )e i ; 1 i k + 1 e i (t) = e i ; k + 2 i n Corollary 3.9 The curve ' t k (P ) is periodic with period 2 =`k wherè k = ke 1 + ::: + e k+1 k is the length of the k-th diagonal k of P.
Remark 3.10 If the k-th diagonal has zero length (thus v 1 = v k+1 ) then P is a xed point of ' t k . In this case the ow has in nite period.
We see that ' t k (P ) is the bending ow described in the introduction. It rotates one part of P around the k-th diagonal with angular velocity equal to the length of the k-th diagonal and leaves the other part xed.
We next let M 0 r M r be the subset of M r consisting of those P for which no diagonal i has zero length. Then M 0 r is Zariski open in M r . The functions 1 ; :::;`n ?3 are smooth on M 0 r and they Poisson commute. Since f k =`2 k =2 we have d`k = df k k and consequently H`k = H f k =`k Since`k is an invariant of motion the solution procedure in Proposition 3.8 works for H`k as well. Let t k be the ow of H`k. We obtain the following 20 Proposition 3.11 Suppose P 2 M 0 r has edges e 1 ; :::; e n . Then P(t) = t k (P ) has edges e 1 (t); :::; e n (t) given by e i (t) = exp(tad k =`k)e i ; 1 i k e i (t) = e i ; k + 1 i n Thus t k rotates a part of P around the k-th diagonal with constant angular velocity 1. Hence t k (P ) has period 2 and we have proved the following 
Action{angle coordinates
In this section we use the geometry of P to introduce global action{angle coordinates on the space M 0 r (which was de ned in the Introduction).
In x4, 5 we will use the embedding in M r of the moduli space N r of planar polygons with xed side lengths modulo the full group of isometries of E 2 . This embedding is constructed as follows. Let be a xed Euclidean plane in E 3 and be the involution of E 3 with as xed-point set. Then acts on M r . We claim that the xed-point set of on M r consists of the polygons that lie in (up to isometry). Indeed, let P be a n-gon in E 3 which is xed by up to a proper isometry. Hence there exists a proper Euclidean motion g such that P = gP. But if the vertices of P span E 3 we have = g, a contradiction. Hence P lies in a plane and can be moved into by an isometry. The claim follows. Let P be a n-gon in M r and P 0 be a convex n-gon in R 2 . Here C( ) is the con guration space of the linkage (we do not divide out by the action of E(m)). The group n is the free product of n copies of Z=2, R is a collection of \dihedral" subgroups Z=2 Z=2 of n determined by the edges of the linkage andÊ(m). is the full group of isometries of the Euclidean space.
We assume henceforth that the linkage is an n-gon in E 3 with sidelength r = (r 1 ; :::; r n ) and (as above) M r denotes the moduli space M( ) = C( )=E(3). We have an induced isomorphism : Hom( n ; R;Ê(m))=E(m) ! M( ) 24 for any linkage . Let = S 2 ?fp 1 ; :::; p n g denote the 2-sphere punctured at fp 1 ; :::; p n g, let U 1 ; :::; U n denote disjoint disc neighborhoods of p 1 ; :::; p n and U = U 1 ::: U n . The subgroup ? n n consisting of words of even length in generators 1 ; :::; n is isomorphic to 1 ( ) (see KM2], Lemma 4.1). Indeed, put i = i i+1 , 1 i n. Then 1 ::: n = 1. Let 2 Hom( n ; R;Ê(m)). Then induces a representation : ? n ! E(3) and a at principal E(3)-bundle P over . We let adP be the associated at Lie algebra bundle. In our case we can use the restriction map to replace the above relative representation variety with one that makes the connection with M r transparent. Let T be the set of conjugacy classes in ? n given by T = fC( 1 ); :::; C( n )g Here C( ) denotes the conjugacy class of . Then it is immediate that we have an induced isomorphism : Hom(? n ; T; E(3))=E(3) ! M r Indeed, each n-gon corresponds to the n translations in the direction of its edges e 1 ; :::; e n . The relation 1 ::: n = 1 corresponds to the closing condition e 1 + ::: + e n = 0 Note that r i is the translational length of 0 ( i ). We will henceforth abbreviate Hom(? n ; T; E(3))=E(3) to X n;r .
Remark 5.1 If is an automorphism of ? n that preserves each class C( 1 ); :::; C( n ) then acts trivially on Hom(? n ; T; E(3)). Indeed, since (? n ) is contained in the translation subgroup of E(3), xing the conjugacy class of ( ) amounts to xing ( ). Thus quantizing M r will produce only trivial representations of the pure braid group.
Let 2 X n;r . We de ne the parabolic cohomology Rham algebra consisting of sections of adP which are constant on U in degree zero and adP-valued forms which vanish on U in degrees 1 and 2. We now give our gauge-theoretic description of the symplectic form on M r . Since the Lie algebra e(3) of E (3) is not semi-simple, the Killing form of e (3) is degenerate and we can not give the usual (i.e. for G semi-simple) description of the symplectic form. However it is a remarkable fact that there is another E(3)-invariant symmetric form b on e(3) which we now describe. We recall that we may identify 2 R 3 with so(3) by associating to u^v the element of End(R 3 ) (also denoted by u^v) given by We combine the form b on e(3) with the wedge-product to obtain a skewsymmetric bilinear form B : H 1 par ( ; adP) H 1 par ( ; adP) ! H 2 ( ; U; R) we then evaluate on the relative fundamental class of M to obtain a skew symmetric form A : H 1 par ( ; adP) H 1 par ( ; adP) ! R It follows from Poincare duality that A is nondegenerate and we obtain a symplectic structure on X n;r . In order to relate A to the symplectic form ! of Section 3 we need to make explicit the induced isomorphism d p : T (X n;r ) ! T (M r )
To do this we need to pass through the group cohomology description of H 1 par ( ; adP). In the following discusssion we let G be any Lie group. We denote by G the Lie algebra of G. Recall that we may identify the universal cover~ of with the hyperbolic plane H 2 -we will make this explicit later.
Let p :~ ! be the covering projection. We will identify A (~ ; p adP) with the G-valued di erential forms on~ (via parallel translation from a point v 1 ). Given ] 2 H 1 ( ; adP) choose a representing closed 1-form 2 A ( ; adP). Let~ = p and f :~ ! G be the unique function satisfying:
f(v 1 ) = 0; df =~ .
We de ne a 1-cochain h( ) 2 Z 1 (?; G) with coe cients in G by h( )( ) = f(x) ? Ad ( )f( ?1 x)
We note that the right-hand side doesn't depend on x. We de ne ( ]) to be the class of h( ) in H 1 (?; G). It is easily checked (see GM], x4) that is an isomorphism. We note that ] 2 H 1 par (M; adP) if and only if the restriction of h( ) to the cyclic groups generated by i are exact for all i. We denote the set of all 1-cocycles in Z 1 (?; G) satisfying this property by Z 1 par (?; G). We now return to the case G = E(3). Let 2 Hom(? n ; T; E(3)). Since 0 ( ) is a translation for all 2 ? n it follows that if c 2 T (Hom(? n ; T; E(3)) then c( ) is an in nitesimal translation for all 2 ? and consequently we may identify c with an element of Hom(? n ; R 3 ). The condition that c is a parabolic cocycle is equivalent to c( i ) e i = 0 where ( i ) is a translation by e i . We leave the proof of the next lemma to the reader. We can now state the main result of the next section. Recall that the symplectic structure ! on M r was described in x3. Theorem 5.5 With the above identi cation we have A = !.
Proof: We will work in the more general framework where E(3) is replaced by a Lie group G admitting an invariant symmetric bilinear form on its Lie algebra G. We have in mind an eventual application to n-gon linkages in S 3 .
We construct a fundamental domain D for ? n operating in H 2 as follows. Choose a point x 0 on and make cuts along geodesics from x 0 to the cusps. The resulting fundamental domain D is a geodesic 2n-gon with n interior vertices v 1 ; :::; v n and n cusps v 1 1 ; :::; v 1 n . These occur alternately so that proceeding counterclockwise around @D we see The reader will easily verify the following lemma which was pointed out to us by Valentino Zocca.
Lemma 5.7 ?; @?] is a relative fundamental class.
We abuse notations and use B( ; ) to denote the above wedge product of the de Rham cohomology classes and the cup-product of Eilenberg-MacLane cochains using the form b on the coe cients. Comparing with our formula for the symplectic structure in x3 we obtain Theorem 5.5. 2
We can now relate our results on the bending of n-gon linkages with the work of Goldman, Je rey-Weitsman and Weitsman. There are two independent class functions on E(3): translation length`and the trace of the rotation part t. We replace`by f =`2=2 to get a polynomial invariant.
Given 2 ? n we de ne f : Hom(? n ; T; E(3))=E(3) ! R by f = f( ( )). In the case = i = 1 2 ::: i , 1 i n?2 it is easily seen that the Hamiltonian ow of f corresponds to the (unnormalized) bending ow in the i-th diagonal. The decomposition of the polygon P by diagonals drawn from a common vertex corresponds to a decomposition of into pairs of pants using the curves 2 ; :::; n?2 . Thus our real polarization of M r (i.e. singular Lagrangian foliation) obtained by bending in the above diagonals corresponds to that of JW] and W] obtained from \twists" with respect to 2 ; :::; n?2 .
6 Transitivity of bending deformations
De nition 6.1 An embedded polygon P 2 M r is called a \pseudotriangle"
if the union of edges of P is a triangle in R 3 . The vertices of this triangle are called the \pseudovertices" of the pseudotriangle P.
It is easy to see that M r contains only a nite number of \pseudo-triangles" T 1 ; :::T N , where N < n 3 . The main result of this paragraph is the following: Theorem 6.2 (a) For each nonsingular moduli space M r there exists a number`=`(r) such that each polygon P 2 M r can be deformed to a pseudotriangle via not more than`bendings. 
Bending of quadrilaterals
We rst consider a special case of bending assuming that: (a) P is a planar quadrilateral with a nonsingular moduli space M r ;
(b) we allow sequences of bendings in both diagonals of P; (c) bending angles are always (so the bending of a planar polygon is again a planar polygon). Such a bending will be called a -bending.
We have an action of the group Z 2 Z 2 on the moduli space N r of planar quadrilaterals given by -bendings along the diagonals.
Denote the -bending in the diagonal v 1 ; v 3 ] by and the -bending in the diagonal v 2 ; v 4 ] by . We assume that xes the vertex v 2 and xes the vertex v 1 . We shall normalize 4-gons P so that e 1 = r 1 u 1 , u 1 = 1 2 C . Both maps are birational transformations of C 4 . The moduli space N r = S 1 is the quotient of the curve E = f(u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ) 2 C 4 : u 1 = 1; ju j j = 1; j = 2; 3; 4; 4 X j=1 r j u j = 0g by action of the involution : (u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ) 7 ! ( u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 ). Lemma 6.3 The complexi cation E c of the curve E is a nonsingular connected elliptic curve. The composition = extends to an automorphism c of E c which is xed-point free.
Proof: The rst statement of Lemma was proven in G], GN]. The biholomorphic extension c exists since E is Zariski dense in E c . The transformation : E ! E has no xed points. It follows from the classi cation of automorphisms of elliptic curves that c is also xed-point free. 2
In particular the self-map of E preserves the metric on E given by the restriction of a at metric on E c . . Let be the rotation angle of the element = , m = 2 = ] + 1. Then for each two points x; y in the space of quadrilaterals M r there exists a composition of at most 2m + 2 bendings which transforms x to y.
Proof: Our assumptions imply that the moduli space M r is not a single point. Thus the angle is di erent from zero. We rst apply a single bending to each x; y to make them planar polygons x 0 ; y 0 . There exists a composition of at most 2m?2 -bendings which sends x 0 to a point x 00 on the arc y 0 ; (y 0 )].
Then we apply Lemma 6.4 to transform x 00 to y 0 . 2
See Figure 1 for the deformation of a square to a parallelogramm via two bendings.
Remark 6.6 The rotation angle depends continuously on the parameter r. The angle can be arbitrary close to zero as r approaches the walls or the boundary of the polyhedron D 4 . This corresponds to a degeneration of the elliptic curve. In the limit the birational transformation will have isolated xed points: singular points of the curve E.
Deformations of n-gons
Lemma 6.7 Suppose that Q 2 M r is a nondegenerate n-gon. Then there exists a diagonal d of Q such that the bending in d changes the distance between at least two vertices A; B.
Proof: Suppose that Q 2 M r is a n-gon and M r is a nonsingular moduli space. Our problem is to deform Q via bending so that the distance between two distinct vertices A = v 1 ; B = v s of the polygon Q is changing (assuming that js ? 1j 6 = 0; 1). If the distance jABj doesn't change under bending in a diagonal v k ; v s+i ] then either A or B belong to the line (v k ; v s+i ).
Suppose that the distance jABj doesn't change for any choice of s; k We have already proved Theorem for quadrilaterals, thus we can assume that the number n of vertices is at least 5. Arguing by induction we can assume that Theorem is valid for all spaces of k-gons, where 4 k < n.
Step 1. Take a n-gon P 2 M r . The space M r is nonsingular, thus (P ) > 0 where depends only on r. Choose a pair of vertices A; B and diagonal d of P which maximize the function (P ). The maximal variation var t2S 1 (j t d (A); t d (B)j) is at least since the length of the diagonal d is at most 1. Split P along the diagonal A; B] in two polygons P 0 ; P 00 treating A; B] as a new side with xed length. There is at most n!=2 of \bad" values of jABj such that the moduli spaces M r 0, M r 00 of P 0 ; P 00 are singular. (We also include zero in the list of \bad" values.) Denote the number of vertices of P 0 by n 0 and the number of vertices of P 00 be n 00 .
Then we use a bending in the diagonal d to deform P to a polygon P so that the distance from j t d (A); t d (B)j to each of these \bad" values is maximal (which is at least =n!). The proof of the following proposition is obvious and is left to the reader Proposition 6.9 Let C D n ? be a compact. Then there are two compacts C 0 D n 0 ? ; C 00 D n 00 ? such that for any P 2 ?1 (C) we have P 0 2 C 0 ; P 00 2 C 00 37 Proposition 6.13 The relation T is closed in (P k ? ) P k and its projection to the rst factor is onto.
Proof: Since we consider only parameters r = 2 the equality r j +r j+1 = 1 (in the proof of Lemma 6.11) is impossible. Thus the relation on (P k ? ) P k given by the condition (i) is closed. The statement of the Proposition follows from the induction hypothesis in Theorem 6.2. 2
This lemma together with Lemma 6.11 implies that arguing by induction we can deform via bending each of polygons P 0 ; P 00 to pseudo-triangles T 0 ; T 00 keeping the length jABj xed so that A is a pseudo-vertex of T 00 , and B is a pseudo-vertex of T 0 . The number of bendings which we have to use here is bounded from above by a function which depends on r 0 ; r 00 only. In the case when both A; B are pseudo-vertices of T 0 and T 00 these pseudo-triangles form a quadrilateral and we can go directly to the Step 3 (see Figure 2) . Assume that B is not a pseudo-vertex of T 00 and A is a not a pseudo-vertex of T 0 (see Figure 2 ). The triangles T 0 ; T 00 form a hexagon, split it along the diagonal d 0 = X; Y ] into two quadrilaterals S 0 ; S 00 , where d 0 is a side of xed length. Then the triangle inequalities imply that both S 0 ; S 00 can be deformed to pseudo-triangles L 0 ; L 00 where X; Y are pseudo-vertices. This again gives us a quadrilateral. Thus we can go to the Step 3.
In the remaining case when A is not a pseudo-vertex of T 0 and B is a pseudo-vertex in both T 0 ; T 00 we split the polygon formed by T 0 ; T 00 along the diagonal X; B] (see Figure 2 ) and deform the quadrilateral X; B; X ; A] to a pseudo-triangle with the vertices X; B; X keeping the triangle X; Y; B]
xed. Then we again can go to the Step 3.
Step 3. As the result of Step 2 we deform the polygon P to a polygon Q which is the union of two pseudo-triangles 0 ; 00 minus the diagonal A; B].
Remark 6.14 As before the relation , which consists of the pairs (P; Q) above, is closed in (P n ? ) P n .
The moduli space of the quadrilateral Q is nonsingular since r = 2 . We again apply the induction to deform Q so that it becomes a pseudo-triangle T. It follows from the induction hypothesis that the relation , which consists of pairs (Q; T) as above, is closed in (P 4 ? ) P 4 . 
